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Theory of Connections in the Generalized
Finder Manifold.

By Akitsugu KAWAGUCHI.
Mathematical Institute, Hokkaido Imperial University, Sapporo.

(Comm. by T. osm, M.LA., June 12, 1931.)

Recently the theory of connections in the Finsler manifold F has
been developed somewhat by several authors, in which the parameters
of the connections are in general functions not only of positions but
also of directions dx. We shall consider some connections in the
generalized Finsler manifold K similarly as in the Finsler manifold,
the parameters of the connections depending on , d, d, d.

1. The base-connections. Let X be a manifold of n dimensions,
in which a system of coordinates is taken, and we express for brevity

(1)

n differentials d of the coordinates by p :dx"=p. Introduce an

arbitrary linear connection U, whose parameters F depend upon posi-
tions and directions, i.e. z and d, then we get covariant differentials

(D

of a line element p, which can be considered as a contravariant vector
(1)

and expressed by the parameters FI of the connection U as follows"
(1)(1) (1) (1) (1)

(1. 1) p=dp+Fpdx
(2) (1)(1) (1)

We shall write p for p, which is function of x as well as p. Let us

call this eontravariant vector p the line element of the second kind.
(2)

We introduce moreover a new linear connection U for X., whose
(2) (1) (2)

parameters f are functions of x" as well as p and p. This con-
(2)

nection U is applied to the affinors, which depend on x and the fore-
(l)

going line elements p and p, and by which we get the line element
of the third kind

(3) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

2) p’
1) E. Noether: GSttinger Nachrichten, math.-phys. KI. (1918), S. 37-44. L.

Berwald Jahresberichte d. Deutschen Math.-Ver. 34 (1925), S. 213-220. J.L. Synge
Trans. of Amer. Math. Soc. 27 (1925), p. 61-67. J.H. Taylor: Trans. of Amer.
Math. Soc. 27 (1925), p. 246-264.

t2 (D (D
2) U is in general different from U, but we may also take same one with U

(2) (k)

as U. It is completely analogous for following connections U.
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(3) O) (2)

p’s are functions of z, p and p, as we can see easily. Introducing
(3) (4) (r)

another linear connections U, U, U and repeating this method we
can get in general a lne dement of the (k+ 1)-tk

(k+l) (k)(b) (k) (k)

(1. 3) p= p=dp +[p dxTM

(k)

where /’:,’s are parametem of the connection U and functions of x,
(1) (2) (k) (1) (2) (r)

p, p, p’. Th connections U, U, U are ll the base
ccti. The manifold X., who eve point are aiat every

(D (2)

sysm of the line elements p, p’, p, is defin as the generalized
Fir manifo.

2. The cction U. Consider a contmvariant or covariant vecr,
which depends on x, dx", dx, then comnen of the vecr will

(1) (r)

be consider functions of x, p, p, for we n substitute
() (r)

p, p for dx", dx by (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3). Now we define
a connection U for such contravariant or variant vectors v or w"

v=vdx =dv + Fvdx(2. I) w=wdx dw
(1) (2) (r)

r’,,, dend un x, p, p, p. Accord-where F’s well -,
ingly the covariant differential of any anor n defin from (2. 1)
and we can calculate the covariant derivativ

V V (o (o (o (O-- F,v + (Vp"-FP)
(0

(2. 2) w , wFw+ (p"- 1 p )wx 8X (o

where p" mns covariant derivative of p" referr U.
3. Cottion of the rameters F} a F. The ramete

I-’} and F are transform in the me manner as that of the ne
connection by any change of system of crdina. Therefore

(3. 1) Ci;=[’-
(3. 2) s (r F) ;=,_,r,, r)

are nom. t us consider a contravariant tenor g and a corre-
(D (r)

snding covariant tensor g, which dend un x, p, p al,
and put their covariant derivatives

(3. 3) va=Q,,
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Then it follows from (2. 2)

+ y +Fg + (p’"-F%p)x

(3. 5)

where Q,=u-u"o,-... We get in consequence of (3. 5)

(3. 6)
where we put

(3. 7)

.r; { } + T;; +

g, )
(3. 8) Ti;"= -(g,.Q:i’ +g.Qi’"’- gg..g,Q"),

+ Si;- g’"(gSL; +
(a. 9) T’;;’= T;;’-

(3. 0) W;;"=a’- / g*" g":* g* ")

vy i-,

4. The rvature tenor. We shall now find the cuature tensor.
From (2. 2) it follows

,o V (O (o () (O

vvv* vv* + F.v,v’- rtv.v* + (v,p’o-
p.o

(0 (0v ( Vp’" 1"0 ’ x r
3X 3X pP) + + Fpv

[ V.vx

(0 ({) (0Wv + + Wv+
p’x p’" p"

hence
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(4. I)

where
(4. 2)

(4. 3)

(4. 4) V;::’=2VC.7Op’O+2S,;gPVp’,
We shall call R;;; the curvature tenor of our connection U and

R;;x n nsider the cuature tensors lonng to
1) 2)

u,u,
5. Spedal c. When we put r=l, we get a connection in the

(1)

general Finsler manifold. t p" of x" conneet with that of x’+ dx,
(1R1) (l) O)

that p’=0, i.e. df=-F,p dx., then we get the , which
T. Hokawa) has studiO. The nneetion of Berwald in the Finsler

(1)
lg)manifo ’ is a more sial one of this

As the eorrndence twn line elemen lonng to two
(O ()

eonutive mints can defin arbitrarily, we may put ,=0,
)

then Vi;’=0 and we get a direct genemlisation of the connection of
Berwald. Our connection ntains that of Craig
in which case r is 2.

()
1) This expression consists only formally, because p is not a vector field but

a line element and ]p’- define a correspondence between two line elements be-
longing to a point x’, and its consecutive point x +dx respectively. Accordingly this
expression does not give us the curvature tensor.

2) T. Hosokawa: Science Reports, Tohoku Imp. University, series I, 19 (1980,
p. 37-51.

3) L. Berwald: Math. Zeitschrift, 25 (1920, S. 40-73.
4) H. V. Craig: Trans. of Amer. Math. Soc., 33 (1931), p. 125-142.


